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1 of 1 review helpful An Extraordinary Second Installment By Julia The Romance Bibliophile Baby in His Arms was 
utter perfection and I absolutely loved every single aspect of it The storyline was amazing and the characters were 
phenomenal I loved loved loved Haley and Creed especially Creed He was one in a million and pretty close to perfect 
in my book Baby Rose was so adorable and I felt so relieved how everythin A Newborn SurpriseHelicopter pilot 
Creed Carter can t believe his eyes mdash someone s left a baby on the church altar When this perfect little girl is 
temporarily turned over to Haley Blanchard Creed is skeptical The auburn haired foster mother in flowing skirts is 
pretty yet definitely not his type But the more time Creed spends with Haley the more he appreciates her style and her 
fierce commitment to her foster kids To his surprise he s falling About the Author Winner of the RITA Award for 
excellence in fiction Linda Goodnight has won various other highly acclaimed awards and her romance novels have 
been translated into more than a dozen languages Active in orphan ministry this former nurse and tea 
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